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l. (a) Obtain de Broglie relation by using
Larerltz transformation and ttre
standard wave equation-

(b) What do you mean by quantum
numbers? Write down the possible
quanttim numbers for n=2.

Or

(a/. Show that de Broglie wavelength for a
material particle of rest mass mo and
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charge q' accelerated from rest through
a potential difference of Y volts
relativisticirlly is given by

,^,n\r_ffi)

r7
M. =l'[0

(b) Show that material particle can only be

o\ ro r\ /o o\
oj' M'=[o ,)' *" =[., oJ'

Justiff your answer.

(b) I€t lv) =zlu1)-slu2)+ilu3) and

l0) =sl"r)-zl"z)++la3) and a constant
a = 3 + 3i. Compute ' the inner product
(vl$) ".a |a,u).
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represented by a group wave, not by
single wave.

2. (a) Show that two eigenfunctions of a
Hermitian operator belonging to two
distinct eigenval-ues are orthogonal.

(b) Show that if two Hermitian operators
commute, their product is also
Hermitial-

Or

1a/ What do you mean by basis set? Do the
following matrices form a basis set for a
vector space of 2 x2 matrices?
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3. (a) Obtain the time-independent
Schr6dinger equation.

(b) 'the wave function of a particle is given

by v(4 =1L-o2*2, -.".,.*-. 6bt"ir.
the expression for normalization
constant and the probability of finding
the particle in the region 0 < x < -.

Or

(a) Obtain the equation for conservation of
probability in quantum mechanics.
Write the physical meaning of the
equation. 6

(b) What do you mean by orpectation
values in mechanics? Show
that the expectation value of
Hamiltonian II is the total energr of the
system.

What do you mean by Quantum mechanical
tunneling - effect? Show that the
transmittance of a particle incident at
rectangular potential barrier is given by

z-lffiG-et
T _L6E(V9-El .-J---"

v6

where V6 is tJ:e potential barrier, a is barrier
thickness.
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Or

A free particle of 
. 
energr .E is incident on a

potential step given by I/=0; ,<O and
V=Vo; x>O. Obtain the expressions for
transmittance and reflectance for the case
E rVo..

5. {a/ Write down Pauli spin matrices and

. show that {o2, orl =0. 1+4=S

@ Show that-
(4 o 16 u +oyo.,. =0;
(ii) lo *, o ,l = 2b ,. 2+3=5

Or

(a) Show that commutation relation
between X and ts components of angular
momentum L, and. .L, is given by

llx, Lsl = ihLz. 5

(b) What do you mean by orbital
g'romagnetic ratio for an electron?
Obtain the expression for it. t+zt=$

***
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Put a Tick (/) mark against the correct answer in the
brackets provided :. Ix 10= 10

1. Of the following particles moving with the same
velocit5r, the one which has the targist wavelength is

(a) an electron ( )

(b) a proton ( )

(c) a neutron ( )

(d) a.n cr-particle ( )
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2. According to Schriidinger, a particle is equivalent to

(a/ a single wave ( )

(b) a wave packet ( )

(c) a light wave ( )

(di Cannot behave as wave ( )

3. Eigenvalues of Hermitian operators

(a) are real only ( )

(b) are imaginary only ( )

(c) can be real or imaginarY ( )

(d) a* always complex ( )

4. I*tu=lL,2,4land u=(a -3, 5) be any two vectors

in R3 space. Their inner product is equal to

(a) 10 ( )

(b)7 ( )

(c)-e ( )

(qt6 ( )
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Let ry be a wave function, the quantity y*ry represents

/a/ probability density ( )

(b) charge density ( )

(c) energ/ density ( )

(d) wave intensity ( )

Conservation of probability in quantum mechanics is
represented by the equation

@) +*i.i=o ( )].

b) +-n i=o ( )at

(c) $*i.F =o ( )at

@)+-n.F=o ( )at

Let E3 be eners/ of the third ener$/ level of a free
particle in one-dimensional infinite potential well.
The relation between first enerry level E1 and third

7-

ener$/ level E3 is

(a) E3 =3Er ( )

(b) Es=Et ( )

(c) EL =sE3 ( )

@) n"=eDl ( )
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8. For a free particle in step potential, let R and ? be
reflectance and transmittance, then

(a) R+T =t ( )

(b) R=r ( )

(c) R-r =r ( )

(d) R.r =L ( )

9. The orbital magnetic moment of an electron is given
(where L is angular momentum and m is mass of
electron) by

af
(a) tq=i1 ( )2m

oah

h) vr.=# ( )2m

neL(c) ttt =? ( )'2m

(d) Both'(a)and (b) ( )

1O. For electron, the number of possible spin states for Z
component is

(a) I ()

h) 2 ( )

(c) 3 ( )

(d)4 ( )
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SECTIoN_II

( Marks: 15 |

Give short answers to the following questions : 3x5=15

1. Show that a material parlicle cannot be equivalent to
a single wave starting from de Broglie relation.
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2. Show that [:c, pll=ntpl-t;'where x is position

operator, p, is x component of momentum operator.
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3. What do you mean by eigerwalue and eigenfunction?t Is the function b* ar, eigenfunction with respect to
.1

, ,ne operator fiZ lt so, what are the eigcnvahre and

. eigenfunction?
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4. The solution for a free particle in an inlinitely high
potential is given by V = Asin kx + B cos kx. If both
the constants A and B are zero each, what physical
meaning does it imply? :
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5. Show that electron spin magnetic moment is equal to
Bohr magnetron.
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